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other case the central government, in order  to decentralise
its activity and to provide for a more efficient administration,
sets up by its own authority and without the interference
of any outside body local functionaries  or municipalities
within the country  and these are entirely  dependent for
their existence and extent of authority upon the will of the
former,   Again the orders and laws of a provincial or state
government in a federation have the full force of laws irre-
vocable by the central government, so  long as they are
confined within the limits assigned by the constitution, and
therefore the state government is supreme  within its own
sphere of authority,   But the orders of a, local or municipal
government are in the nature of by-laws depending for their
validity upon not only the charter or act under which it is
established bat also upon the sanction of the central govern-
ment, in as much as these orders may be entirely suspended
or partially amended by the latter which can even wipe off
its existence by withdrawing the  charter  or the   act esta-
blishing that authority, without committing any illegal or
unconstitutional action.   Clearly, therefore, the  powers of
a state government in a federation  are very much wider
than those of a local  or municipal authority in a unitary
government and are as much binding upon the citizens as those
of tlie federal government   To take an example, the charter
establishing a municipality or county council in England
may be entirely withdrawn or that subordinate  authority
may be suspended for such time as is seen proper by Parlia-
ment without in any way infringing the constitution; but
the authority of the government of Now South Wales in
Australia cannot be curtailed or interfered with by the
government at Canberra, without infringing the Constitu-
tion of the Commonwealth of Australia, which infringement
will be invalid and unconstitutional and the  aggrieved
government will have every right to get amends for the
injury done.

